Taming Big Wide Tables: Layout Optimization based on Column
Ordering*
1. Motivation
Modern data analytical tasks often witness very wide tables, from a few hundred columns to a few thousands.
Wide table is very efficient for big data analytics because it avoid joining multiple tables which is much more
costly. In SQL-on-Hadoop systems, wide tables are stored in columnar formats such as Parquet or ORC-File on
HDFS. In such formats, tables are horizontally partitioned into a set of row groups [1]. Each HDFS block may
contain one or more row group. Within each row group, rows are partitioned by column. Data in one column is
stored continuously.
Such columnar data layout manner has been proved to be efficient for analytical workloads. Because data in the
same column can be compressed better and queries can avoid reading unnecessary columns [2]. In production
wide table workload at Microsoft Bing, compared to row data layout, columnar data layout saves 40% storage
space and improves 50%-93% query efficiency. However, columnar data layout can be further improved. We find
that the order of columns also matters the I/O efficiency of wide table analytics. Because in wide tables, there
are more disk seeks, and by reordering the columns, the frequently accessed column can be put nearby so that
the seek cost is reduced.

2. Column Ordering Problem
Seek cost in hard disk drives (HDD) is highly related to the seek distance, and longer seek distance generally
means longer seek time [3]. The pattern of the seek cost function is general for all disks. In this work, we studies
the general patterns of seek cost function on disk-based HDFS, and defined the seek cost model for HDFS. Given
the seek cost model, the workload, and the data schema and statistics, we can define the column order problem
as finding the optimal column order which makes the seek cost of all the queries in the workload minimal.
Formal definition of the problem is shown in the poster.

3. Solution
We devise a probabilistic algorithm, called Simulated Annealing Based Column Order Algorithm (SCOA).
Simulated Annealing (SA) is a well-known meta-heuristic to solve hard problems [4]. It is an iterative procedure
that continuously updates the current state until the system reaches a state that is good enough, or until a given
computation budget has been exhausted.
In each iteration of SCOA, a neighboring column order strategy S0 of the current column order strategy S is
generated by perturbing the current column order strategy. The algorithm probabilistically decides between
moving to S0 or staying in S. The AcceptColumnOrder function utilizes a Temperature function and an Energy
function to determine whether the neighbor column order strategy should be accepted or not. The temperature
returned by the Temperature function decreases (cools down) during the iteration process following a specific
distribution, which is called annealing schedule. The Energy function is used to calculate the seek cost of a
column order strategy for the given workload. The objective of SCOA is to achieve a state (column order strategy)
with lowest energy. So the neighbour column order strategy with lower energy is generally more likely to be
accepted.
Our column ordering algorithm shows up to 50% efficiency gain in our evaluation and is currently implemented
into Microsoft Bing log analysis pipeline.
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Summary
• Column store is widely used for efficient data analytics. However, the order of columns has not received much attention
because it was believed that the number of columns in a big table is small, usually less than one hundred.
• Based on our investigation, the order of columns can affect much of the I/O performance especially when the table is big
and wide.
• Our proposed column ordering algorithm - SCOA, shows up to 50% efficiency gain under real production data and workload.
• Our SCOA has been implemented into Microsoft Bing log analysis pipeline.
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Seek Cost: Given two data objects i and j, the seek cost
from i to j is denoted as Costi, j   f dist i, j  , where f is the
seek cost function which depends on the hardware.

Column Order Strategy: Given a table with n columns, a
column order strategy S  c1 , c2 ,..., cn is an ordered
sequence of those columns.

Column Ordering Problem: Given a workload Q
containing a set of queries, finding an optimal column order
strategy S *  c1 , c2 ,..., cn , such that the overall seek cost of Q
is minimized.
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